This is an exciting time in the history of the MU College of Engineering. In May 2015, a $44.7 million renovation project was launched that is scheduled for completion in Dec. 2016.

In addition to the nuts and bolts of repairing aging masonry, replacing deteriorated windows and roofs, and improving the HVAC, electrical, and plumbing functions in the building, the renovated space will include state-of-the-art experiential teaching and learning labs along with new computer labs and spaces for students to work on capstone projects. It also will include an area for student organization and team activities and a campus-run coffee shop.

Renovations will produce an additional 13,000 square feet of modern, well-appointed research space for engineering faculty and the undergraduate and graduate students who work with them.

We ask that you please forgive our construction and the wayfinding challenges that have occurred because of the renovation. This publication includes maps to help you navigate the building during the transition period. Don’t hesitate to ask for help finding what you need. It’s a big building, and we are more than happy to get you where you need to be.
Thomas and Nell Lafferre Hall construction map - First Floor

- **Construction Zone**: No access through shaded regions
- **Construction Fence**: No access through striped regions
- **Civil Engineering wing**: To close Jan. 1, 2016
- **Key rooms/areas of building**: 

Future ADA access to E2401-E2417

ADA access to E1401-E1419

ADA access to West and Central sections

Civil Engineering wing to close Jan. 1, 2016.
Civil Engineering wing to close Jan. 1, 2016.

Construction Zone
No access through shaded regions

Key rooms/areas of building.

Closed Jan. 1, 2016
Thomas and Nell Lafferre Hall construction map - Third Floor

- Construction Zone
- No access through shaded regions
- Civil Engineering wing to close Jan. 1, 2016.
- No public access to these areas of the building.


No public access through shaded regions.